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1. We find the decision of the Sunderland Social Security .-'."peal
Tribunal dated 13 Nay:1988 '.to:contain an error in law. For that "o~aon

-we must set aside that decision. In its place, in exercise of .our,sou,'
-under section 101(5)(a):(i)'f the Social Security Act.::1975;,':we. gi».- "="e
decision which we consider the tribunal shou'ld have given'. - ..i"=-t
decision is that the claimant is entitled to disablement benefit :"o.= 1
April 1985 and we remit the .case to the.-ad'judication officer t" deal
uith the consequences of that decision, reserving leave for the case =o
be restored before us, in the eve'nt:of any difficulty in that regar".

2. This is an appeal by the adjudication:officer in .a case concer"'ng a
claim to disablement benefit made on 4 December 1986 and in resp ct of
which the disablement resulting from the relevant loss of faculty ':as
assessed at 3 per cent. Prior to 1, October 1986 such an assessme=.=, in
respect of a prescribed disease and assuming all other qualificati"ns =o
be satisfied, would have attracted. the award of a disablement gra i=;..
But with effect from that date the law was changed resulting
abolition of such gratuities in respect of claims made there=--
Provision was, at the same time, made for . such claims, in 1 —.:it=d
circumstances, yet to be received and treated as if they had be .-. made
on 30 September 1986. The scope of that exemption was raised in ". is
case. So,.'too, were certain questions about the competence o= -'."e
provisions dealing with these matters. Because of the importance ci —:.'".e

«-issues involved the Chief Commissioner, on 20. June 1989,. appoin: d a
Tribunal of Commissioners: to: determine-'his appeal.. He had e="1- r

- directed that there be an oral hearing. On 6 July 1989 he .appoin= d s-
also to determine, seven 'other pending appeals which raised the s~.
questions, but in .'varying circumstances, and directed oral hearings 'n
them as well. The leading decision is that in this case.

4./

3. At the oral hearing the adjudication officer, whose appeal it .~as n
..each of the'=-.eight cases, was represented by Mr Naeem Butt, Barrist .", of.

the .Office of the,„ Solicitor -.':.to.-.the Departments of . Health:. and Soc'al
- '..Security. :This cia'imant =was -.„r'epresented,by Nr Nark:,Rowl'and,;-':.::of.:;Counsel,

-'-"-'-:instruc~ted by Messrs 'Rowley Ashworth; .Solicitors,'-:of:::-:,.Exete'r..'.":4:--':j.,The.',::ot'.".r
seven claimants .were, represented by Nr.: Michael Purdon,'-of:;:-Messrs Teren"e
Carney, Solicitors':, .Hebburn;"-Tyne 0 Wear.''",.tile are grateful--;: for'he:-ca=e
with which they deployed thei:r several arguments before ..us We think

I",. '\

convenient to deal with allj. their submissions on .the relevant iaw 'n
/l'g

this decision.:,.'I
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4. Qn 4 December 1986 this claimant sought disablement b nef ':
respect - of . the prescribed disease All (vibration white fi.-.m
(hereinafter referred to as "PD All"). It was accepted tha-
claimant had worked in an occupation prescribed in relation to P: All
and, in.due-course, an adjudicating medical authority held the cia .=ant
to suffer from that disease and assessed the relevant loss of fac ty.
Qn 16 November 1987 an adjudication officer issued a decision rej e= ng
the claim because it had been made after 1 October 1986 and could n== be
treated as having been made earlier by satisf ction of the exem"::on,
provided for by regulation 13 of the Social Security (Indus-."ial
Injuries and Diseases) Miscellaneous Provisions Regulations 1986 (SI
1986 No. 1561) (hereinafter roferred to as the "Miscellaneous Provis.ons
Regulations" ). The claimant appealed.

5. The facts were not in dispute and a'hough they were deploye" to
some extent before the tribunal and they made findin~s thoreon
sufficient for their purposes, it is desirable that we record the :acts
in rather greater detail. The claimant ceased to be employed in a
prescribed occupation on 30 'April 1980. He was then aware of some

problem with his fingers but uas, correctly, then advised th=-. no

compensation — in the sense of benefit —could be sought. Having r gard
to the adjudicating medical authority's subsequent assessment o: ihe
date of onset of the disease, it is, we think, fair to assume thai at
that time the claimant was suffering from the symptoms of vibration
white finger. That condition only became a prese ibed d sease ::ith
effect from 1 April 1985. Then and.thereaf er the claimant was not in a
relevant employment and was unaware of the prescription until towards

the end of November 1986 when a friend so informed him. For some "im

the claimant had been housebound by arthritis. He completed and signed
the appropriate claim form on 2 December 1986.

6. The tribunal allowed the appeal, holding the claimant entit'd to
claim'isablement benefit from 30 September 1986, that being the daie

put before them by the adjud'cation officer then concerned as
earliest date which could be accepted as the revised date of clai-., 'n

the event that tribunal came to be in favour of the claimant.
tribunal gave, the following reasons for the' decision:—

"The case hinged upon whether .or not ~the claimant7 satis ied
regulation 13, Industrial Injuries and Diseases (Miscellaneous
Provisions) 1986 /sic . It was regrottable that the submission was

prepared on the law applicable before the regulation came into
force. /he claimant) now had to show that he was incapabl of
claiming before- De ember 1986. The tribunal could not accept tha

Parliament had. intended the word 'incapable'o mean physical
incapacity since this would effectively disqualify practically all
claimants. The tribunal applied the legal meaning of capacity
awareness. /The claimant/ could not be capable because he did not

know."

Against that decision the adjudication officer appealed-

7. Turning to the relevant law: disablement be -' -'vi&tueWbene f' exists by.-:viZtue~-'—

of section 50(1) and (2) (b), whereby it is made. p ya able to an 'eiap

in 'ur by accident '(w e
who has suffered a personal in„y y '

g~ lill <

9%5855ggl ii Iil
practical/



3.

practical terms includes prescribed diseases by virtue of Section 76)
arising out'of and'in the course. of his employment, resulting in a loss--

'f

physical or mental faculty —about none of which was or is there any

dispute in this case — "in accordance with sections 57 to 63". Section-
57(1), as in force prior to 1 October 1986 entitled such a claimant to
disablement benefit if as a result of the relevant accident the loss of
physical — there was no question of mental in this case — faculty was

such that the assessed extent of'he resulting disablement amounted to
not less than 1%. Subsection (5) provided that where the extent of the
disablement was assessed at less than 20%. disablement benefit took the

form of a disablement gratuity in accordance with regulations. Paragraph

3{1) of Schedule 3 to the Social Security Act 1986 increased the minimum

level of disablement in section 57(1) from 1 to 14%. Paragraph 3(3)
provided with reference to section 57( 5):—

"(3) Subsection {5) of that section shall cease to have effect
except in relation to cases: where the claim for benefit was made

into force."., before thxs paragraph comes

That paragraph came into force, on 1 October 1986 — by . the Social
Security Act 1986 (Commencement No. 1) Order 1986 (SI 1986 No. 1609).

8. Vibration white finger first became a prescribed disease by virtue
of the Social Security (Industrial Injuries) (Prescribed Diseases)
Amendment Regulations 1985 (SI 1985 No. 159); The relevant regulations
for the purposes of these cases are now those contained in the Social
Security (Industrial Injuries) (Prescribed Diseases) Regulations 1985
(SI 1985 No. 967) whereby that disease appears in Part I of Schedule 1
as "All" and in respect of which the relevant date set out in Schedule 4

for the purposes of regulation 43 is 1 April 1985. In practical terms,
for present purposes, that is the earliest date in respect of which a
disablement benefit could be claimed in respect of that condition. In
the case of this claimant a date of 1 January 1976 was recordeo by the
adjudicating medical authority's the date of onset of the disease.

9. Turning, next, to: the question of time limits we should first note
that Section 165A of the Social Security Act 1975 contains the general
statutory provision that no person is entitled to any 'benefit unless,
.apart from other specific conditions,: he makes a claim for it in the
prescribed manner and within the prescribed time. Regulation 14(1) and

Schedule 1, paragraph 8, of the Social Security (Claims .and Payments)

Regulations 1979 (SI 1979/628),- as amended, provided that--a claim for
disablement benefit required to be made in respect of'ny day on .which

the claimant was entitled to benefit on that day or within the period of
three months immediately following it. Although something was suggested
about these provisions,. at . least so far as concerned the other seven

cases, it is'lear. from paragraph - 5 of Schedule: 2 to the Claims and
-'., Payments..Regulation',,that,'.::in r'espect of, a -disablement..gratuity, which

alone.: .w'as '.".;in,-. issue, j-:in! ~~.all:: these::.: cases,::the're ~"..'' is'-:~not ': to be a
disentitlement by reason'";=only of the claim not being.''-ma!de within the
prescribed time.';''We need, therefore, say no more about. that. time limit.

10. The important time provision for the cases before us, is the
exemption for delayed claims set out in regulation 13 of. the Social
Security (Industrial Injuries and Diseases) Miscellaneous Provisions

Regulations/
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-- - —R gu3:athens'.1986.-(SI 1986 No. 3889) . That .provides that..where e= ~,.
" 'EFie date af" onset of a 'prescribed condition or disease-'as"~be are 4--"'-<---

October 1986 .and "..the claimant delays.-making a claim for disablement

benefit until after that date" and the degree-.of:disablement is =assessed

at less than 14% then the claim -is to be:.determined ~".as -.though::=t -..had

.been made on 30 September 1986" if 'the claimant:-3.3(1) (c)--

".;.':proves'that throughout a period commencing on?a date ib =ore='1

October 1986'and ending with the date of;elm.m.=':..--"=-z - -" =

(i) '. he was 'incapable of making an~earlier~claim or,. --'-".

(ii.) he . had ..good: cause "'or=:delayi'ng ~making'$'?such.:.:.a:; claim.—.

because of'"advice provided~by~".the-.,'Department"of Health,.

and Social Security,".

11. Finally,. for this stage, the. Interpretation:Act. 1978,.'by section.-16:

provides that upon repeal: of a statutory .-provision~ then,'--': unless -..the

contrary intention .appears,-. that does not '-'ection "16(1)(c)-—=.==

"affect any right, privilege',. obligation'"-or-'-'liability acquired,

accrued or incurred under that enactment;".'-

12. The grounds of the adjudication officer's appeal. were, firs:, that

this claimant could not have delayed making his claim, in the sense of
regulation 13(1)(a) of the Miscellaneous Provisions Regulations since it
was after the date in question that he made his claim and he was until

then ignorant about any right to make a claim . He was thus not in a

position to delay making a claim. Secondly,- under reference to

paragraph (1)(c), it was contended that the claimant had to prove that

he had been incapable of making an earlier claim and that "incapable"

bore a restricted meaning.

'3. Mr Butt conceded that all eight claimants had acquired ri"hts to

disablement benefit in the sense of :Section. 16(1)(c) of the

Interpretation Act. That was because, in this 'case,: the claimant had

submitted his claim within the the three months allowed for. the purpose,

from 30.September .1986.and the other -seven claimants-..because, since any

benefit would. be in. the form of a.gratuity ";=:they-;:were 'relieved:f"om -'.the.

time . limit by paragraph 5 of Schedule '- 2"-to:. the -'-'Claims 'and-- Payments.

Regulations. which made clear that there 'was.:.not to be..a disentitlement

to such benefit in .the form of a gratuity merely 'because the claim Was

not made within the prescribed time..'r- Rowland made:submissions to the

same effect in an attractive argument: and'"'-referred 'us .to- authorities

dealing with what he contended were comparable:situations in other areas

of the law. For our part we would be reluctant: to affirm that there was

a right. either -acquired. or 'accrued:in .'-any-of'="the'.claimants prior .:to-.l.
October 1986 without . having heard full argument: to'he -contrary.'-- On

this matter there was no .contradictor-.'-.=.:-':Had-":,the-"matter 'depended .upon

that issue 'then '-further: examination '-and:-",argument :would have beeri

necessary. ',':"But .:since:-:we have come -'.to.'"'a:;-:-'clear..::-'.conclusion upon . the

question of .-".contrary intention" it is sufficient -for.'present ourposes

that we assume that there was such a right acquired or accrued.

--14./ --"
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;-~44:::The first real. issue in .the case,:. then.„. ~~~ as go whether",'-'s=-..-.ing

that there was an. accrued. or.'acquired right there.:=appeared .'frc= he

amending . legislation and.. regulations that ,there:,'.was:. an.'nt .-.= on

contrary. to the „,non-affecting. of .that right.,-- Mr . Butt analyse= .";e
..;=.:changes .made..to,section<57eof the 1975 Act>by~gar™agraph"3 of.Sche=...e 3

'''- " to the 1986 Act.and sought..to.show that there:was.;a -:contrary'inte-. ='oi." "

We think that Mr....Rowland ..was correct in, saying -.that.."if.-:a 'c.=-.=ary
. intention .is to.be.-. found 'it.-,must .be -,in .,the-<legislation.-,and -'-.==: in

, statutory. instruments. " -'We.;therefore -restrict our: consideration to —..-.az

',:-,-.''-.:,,"-'.:=:=We: also; think. that Mr =Rowland,was ==.correct>an+saying='that . most .c= ."le

.'-: - —.':changes were . essentially..:neutral. —:,.The-. purpose-:oC~e.,amendments m: a
. whole was to. raise 'the.:.'.-thresho3.d of. assessment. which;;would "'t=='gger

Vela "V.' ~a.
entitlement to benefit. That having been" done,-..-'there;would arise "uses

which fell below the higher threshold. The. new subsection (1A) a==ca=s

designed to allow an .individual. having:such a:.lower" assessment ': —.'to
receive some benefit::Pom.. it should.= he:-:suffei.-:."a '-.-subsequent::.re vant
accident:-:-'and. 'disablement;-~: «by.;:-'allowing-'--=:.:.agg'regation.':.-,of -:;the '.:; .~o

assessments. Then the new subsection.:'(1B)-.:,appears '-,'to":provic= or
something of a simplification,.'for 'calculating: purposes, by arr=~ging

for assessments to be -rounded up or down 'to .,ensure, that when th ; are
taken into account they are in multiples of ten.

15. New subsection (1C) next .clarifies that in the case of an agg= ga-.e

percentage rounding is to have effect in relation to the aggrega: and

not to the individual percentages forming the aggregate. .That :=aving

been done paragraph 3(3) then provides for the cessation of gratu'=ies.
Otherwise the aggregate provision could lead to a double be. ofit.
Sub-paragraph (4) amends section 57(6) in light of the new. provisions.
Thus. far, indeed, all does appear neutral. But then if closer reg= d s

had to the precise terms of paragraph . 3(3), it states that sect'on
57(5), of the 1975 Act, is to cease to have effect "except in re'=- i'on
to cases where the claim for. benefit . was made . before this par=:-raph

comes into force". The past tense, which we have .emphasised, is, —." our

minds, of prime significance. , It .is not only a . past tense but '-'s
specifically related to time prior .to the- paragraph.'coming, i.nto.:"=c

. that .is prior. to 1,October 1986. ,If Parliament had-,intende'd sub- "'ion
(5).of section 57.of.,the:1975 Act to'continue-.in force:so--far as c.'aims

. made after the :paragraph. came into "'force --'.the- -provision ."woulc have

-required to be couched in different terms.-: The.:tense would have :.ad to
be different and the time limit would. have been inappropriate- ;or
these, reasons . we are clear that the language,.of..paragraph .3'.:-i .of
Schedule 3 to the 1968 Act evinces: a .clear-:intention -to cut:o::".any

rights that . might .have been acquired or accrued ..in regard to a
disablement gratuity otherwise conferred. under section 57(5) of th 1975
Act. Thus we are satisfied that the contrary intention -is suffic'tly -.:

and clearly:-contained . within: the :amending .statute.:' .The con-rary
-intention'ust:;be.;found within: the .'amending:::,legislation..and although we

do not base:.",it'-»'upon',:='.the'consideration '.'.we-"-':feel..".ene titled:to. find .support
far Our. COnCluS1On,:abOut COntrary intenlteiOn frOiii:the.'ay: in WhiCh- the
relevant subordinate:legislation appears::.-.to,-have been designed upon and,
where necessary, .to provide for that very situation. We deal wi;-. hat
in paragraph 22.

16. Nr Butt then turned to the transitional provisions dealing with

disablement gratuity. The relevant regulation is 13 o: :Ne

1

:4i

see
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Miscellaneous..Provisions Regulations. The opening words of para- aph
(1)'ere satisfied''since the~ date= of- 'enset=prescribed was «before

-:«..-'.'. - =October 1986.—'."Sub-paragr'aph (a) was also satisfied at=least:.so- ==" as
the claim .was.;.'certainly'. not"made until'fter:"the-.last-,mentioned-=~te .-

-However.."Mr. Butt"submitted that the, verb '"delays".',-.pre-supposea-==-oiae
..„=.-,;+.knowledge",'of,;-'a='-,,claimant's rights 'and, of.'.-the,'. benefit -. to'. be-:. c.=iced-

.".= '-.„-~-.'-:together'ith.: knowledge ..that -"the', disease'-. or.":..conditi on:. was~prese= oec=:
.-- -"„~---The same verb.'appears "in"sub-paragraph'c) (ii.) .-::~:Mr'.:-Butt sought~s="ort=-==----—

for his 'interpretation.'from'='the language'-of '-regulation"14"whi.ch-„= als-.
with claims made:before:".1'ctober 1986. " There .':the -language.-'was: :aply -.

"where ..a claim: for".di:s~ablement 'benefit ".is-made 'before -'..'.'"'™That-s+~~ea;.-
-';::-:.- - =~'-.'-'::said Mr=.Butt; . that .what.:,was. 'intended.--in - regulation-;- 13'.was= noW silly .a=-

-"-" ' late clai but==."as: the =-side note-. itself —stated'. 'a..-delayed "clai mar='":-the=-
,— - . =- contrast:::. implied::::knowledge and 'ntent.'.--:: Mr-:. —.;Rowland~.:- poi;nted =:o = =a. =

difficulty in that 'interpretation 'ince "sub paragraph~(c) (i.)- recares =-
that in order to take advantage of the escape . provisions of;=regul==tion-
13 a claimant must not'only'ave delayed making -his--"claim .until„"-:a =er-1 '-

-October.-1986 but:.under:-"that particular. provision, prove; that throug rut-.a. ---
period commencing-.on -a':date .before: 1'ctober:,::1986-.and.::..ending-'-"wit~the .—'-—
actual date of claim:he was incapable -of. making -an.'earlier'"claim..".-."'t-
was, suggested Mr Rowland, difficult to envisage -how'omebody -cou d at-
one and the same time both have the knowledge -'ecessary, to .'fo==- '-e
intent to delay a claim and yet be then also incapable'of making=i=:----:--
Rowland went on to point to the language used in regulation 14 o: he
Social Security (Claims and Payments): Regulations 1979, as amended,
which deals with the time for claiming benefits. Therein the language is
simply descriptive of a claim being made late — after - the time
prescribed for making 'it — but in the escape provision .at para=.aph
(3)(b) ,it appears that if, amongst other things, the claimant pmves
that—

"Throughout the period between the earlier date +that is a date
earlier .than the date of claim when he was entitled to the ben it
in question/ .and the date on which'he claim was made the
good cause for delay in making such a claim;" (Our emphasis).

That, submitted Mr Rowland, showed that the word "delay" was used;- the:--
draughtsman as simply descriptive of a past situation where -a clai= had
not been. made timeously without any question'f,=.relevant:knowledge ':or

'ntent'eing . involved. We think that.,:Mr :Rowland'.s ="submissions .-are
correct. : We therefore hold that . regulation 13 . of:the - Miscellaneous
Provisions Regulations was simply designed,'ithin the 'context -of he

'mendmentsinvolved 'to the disablement benefit scheme, to provi.c '.for
claims which were:late in the sense of being made after. 1.October 1986
in respect of benefits where the date of onset of the prescribed-disease
had occurred earlier. These are claims which 'necessarily will be claims
that had .been-delayed in much the. same sense:as-one 'might=speak..of=sail
.delayed 'in the: post simply as an historic - description::of::.what:Mad
happened.. :--No inference of —.wilfulness .on :the:. part '-of:: the -=-posal.--
authority would-arise. 'or, in our-"view,, does. it-ari.se.here.

17. Mr Butt's next contention was that in holding the 'claim to -succeed--
under regulation 13(1)(c)(i) the appeal tribunal had gone too far;
Incapability of making an earlier claim, he submitted, coulc not
logically be interpreted as simply meaning being unaware of any b all

of/



of the relevant facts and law. In short; mere: ignorance of having a
good claim to: assert did'ot amount 'to incapability of . making that

'. claim-.: There had,. Mr Butt. submitted, to be circumstanc'es beyond the
-individual's control. Thus;.as .the adjudication offi'cer had submitted,.
mental or physical incapability would suffice.. There might be other
situations in, which such circumstances..could establish incapabili y..But
to hold, as .-,.the .,tribunal. did,; that mere -.ignorance: of-a good claim was
enough could lead to an absurd result 'since on '.the one hand i . would
virtually amount to substituting "inability" for. the clearly different

. concept of "incapable".. Moreover it would mean that.a claimant only had
to say that he was,.unaware .;for him .„to.;succeed.:since . it.— would - be

.- difficult,to -disprove..:Chat-,he .-was.,of ~that'state.. of.:-mind....=-'Had:that
relatively simple test been..enough .then. the -.draughtsman..would -.have:said.
so. Under reference -to the definition..in..the Shorter Oxford Dictionary,
where the word is defined as being the opposite of capable and .so
.meaning, amongst other: things -"not open to", -"insensible to", "not
having the capacity, power .or fitness for"..—he.submitted that there was-:..involved thereby in. incapability some .active:-::power'f -the::mind. awanting
so as':.:.to-=exclude..'.the; relevant.-.::.faculty or '::.ability.,-:,:-.:Faced-'wiW., the:.
question as to whether that would include or exclude intellect and -its
implication of knowledge he ultimately submitted .that his -approach would
exclude that capacity. For these reasons therefore, Mr .Butt. submitted,
the tribunal's decision contained an error of law

18. In response Mr Rowland submitted that'regulation 13 was intended to
be a mitigation of the consequences of the earlier assumed removal of an
acquired right. With a copious reference to authorities he submitted
that in that situation the provision fell to be construed liberally and
that, under reference to provisions in. the realm of industrial relations
law, where a late claim to a tribunal may be accepted if, depending uoon
the . legislation at the time, it was made out that it was not
practicable, or not reasonably practicable, to have made it timeously,
he sought to equate incapability to the sort of approach laid down by
the courts in regard to those phrases. But the .thrust of his argument,
as we understood it,'was:.that: the scope of. the word was not limited to
mere physical .or mental disability or incapability. It was something
narrower than good cause and,.whatever its: precise scope, it covered the
facts in this case. We were not,:: however, persuaded that-.it was-;of much
assistance to look at different words -in a different. body of the:law —.---

19. Mr Purdon,. who adopted Mr -; Rowland's. submissions, but made
independent contentions as to the meaning of "incapable", submitted, in
that regard,. that the word was an ordinary one .and so should be given
its plain ordinary:meaning. There was nothing in...the context to call-
for a special meaning. He:referred us to..the well known observations of.
Fry L J in Pemsel v he Commissioners of Income Tax f18887 22QB 296 at
page '.309 where he said—

.,:,'-'.';,«:,'-.!There--are .:some, rules.'.:,of.,construction..to:.'=which.:::it:=:,-is'.-";:convenient to
.'-,:.';; ';.,':refer . The':.'.words .'.of„:;;a.,statute - a'r e to .'- be:.taken,;:;:in-'> thei i,='primary,

and: not in:: their - secondary, signification-..-,":.:."'f,.:-;,-therefore, the .
words ar'e popular ones they. should be taken in.'a popular sense



He also referred us to the. words. of Upjohn L J, giving the judgeme.=i of
e -Qurt:: of.:Appeal'.in 5tephens<v Rckfi'.eld Rural District C= scil

396(g 2QB 373 at".page--'332 where he .said. — ' "-

"Authorities .'or.'ather-- similar words. in . other Acts passe= for
J ., II

-..=—,;::.:;--;-'-'-.-'-'..---.."'entirely-'.different. purposes -.- ..:do not: assist'.us,-.:,:~.,'.;,.':...
I

And again-

"But. when--.Parli'ament.. uses ordinary- words ''.". ";.'which are in.."ommon

.'nd general-=.us'e-."i'ii<the English.: language '',pit.-..seems':=inappropri== to,
try: to =define -'hem.~ further-. by .'judicial.";interpretation, arid "..::..- lay .

down as a.rule of~construction-the meaning.;of,:,such;:words unless the

context requires 'that some special -or-particular meaning sho .'d be

placed upon such words."

His Lordship then...quoted -Somervel.;L ',J:.in.—..'Bath v - British "Tra".sport

Commission 9954/ I WLR'1013 at page 1015 — ..=-~',+;;',-'.„

if they are. as these words are, perfectly familiar, a' one

can do is to .say.whether or not one regards them as apt to cc: r or-
describe the circumstances in question in any particular

case.'nd

then under re ference to the particular wo ds there ader
consideration, "open .land", Up john L J said, in the Steohens case—

"We do not
definition
unbuilt on
definition
park

think ' r'ght to lay down as a rule of construe:ion a

which necessarily includes in the phrase "open I~-.i" or

land ... Equally we would refuse to lay down ~ other

which necessarily excluded from that phrase a s==-"ious

Whether land satisf'es the description. of "open land" must be

treated as a question to be answered by consideration of a: the

relevant circumstances of the case."

C3

We are satisfied. that., the e words indicate 'he proper.-.approach —.a the

problem in. th s case and confirm our view"-'that-:-.:looking--:at.;.dif:erent:.

words in a different statutory scheme is not likely 'to.be appropria e.

20. "Incapable" . i.'s undoubtedly an ordinary word: in the ==.glish

language. What . it connotes, or. does 'ot connote: can b appre" iated

intellectually having: regard to particular:: circumstances: facing an

individual without it being possible to lay down . an: all emo "acing

definition..or.: even. one which would precisely describe. the situatior.

under consideration. In this case the scheme'f -'the logislation,.'s-: we

have . earlier - observed,. involved,...as part '.::-of". a "reorganisation of
disablement benefit,:: the . removal of::.what ..::might . be -'conveniently be

described as ,the; lowest rate, '.the -:gratuity,.-.but.:..'allowing::for the

possibility of a later aggregation 'in::.the''event-;-.of ".-a'-:.:later:assessment --

following upon .a .further relevant accident "or -"onset '.of.'.a -:prescribed

disease. But the other amendments seem to us 'to indica e that there was

an appreciation that there might be late or delayed..claims in resp ct of
the. gratuity made even after I October 1986..::That alone,-as it seems to

us, makes sense of the provisions in regulation 13(1)(a) and (b) o. the

Miscellaneous/'-
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Miscellaneous provisions Regulations and the final-.- part. of .=.hat
paragraph. which=requires such claims to- be"- treated. as made-'-'. '- 3O'"- -~-"
September...1986..- . But.the important. qualifying..provision,=. for"-Mis==ase; -.
arises,, of course, under paragraph 1(c)(i:.)=':".'- The .tribunaL-'.express = -..the
view that ."incapable" covered the claimant's :.situation,.'.== of
justifiable ignorance that he had a viable., claim:; and, that that =- ate
had been made .out by.his,evidence -.of..having lefNtheaindustry=-at-==~~ime "=

'when PD All .was not.prescribed,. having been advised. that:he had.nc..='aim
in that regard and then,. by .reason:of„'remoteness-:from the rinc==try,
having, had .no reason...to.:make -any.;-further'-enquiry-.:until told: c:-the
possiblity ..of.making a.claim .in.,Novemberg1986 '."'.Wep-are=.satisfie -.-that .—
those .same circumstances.:clearly-.;-indi;cated'.:.a:-„"lack," and.--a justi==able
lack,-of appropriate knowledge,,'for making .'a -claim namely, in:this'=:case
and . in essence, the . coincidence -of=,;two „~matters,'--. first-.that;- r=: ..«as-
suffering from a condition and,'econd,,that .it-.-had become.a pres="ibed
disease. In . our. view, whatever -,.the - word..:„"incapable"., may::..me=". to
lexicographers, .the tribunal were well,:-..'entitled —,::to::.come',;;t= .-'the
conclusion .that. it covered'he -claimant's — -.situation,— = althoug=.: our .

: reasoning is .necessarily rather fuller..than.:was-.theirs..:::.:.-.;--.-.-;.-:.--..:':--:

21. We derive some support for the view that we have formed as —.= the
scope of the meaning of "incapable" in the context of this cas= rom
some words of Buckley J. In an adoption case where a consen: was
required of persons then in a "totalitarian land", according := the
rubric of the report, and the wording in the relevant legislati==. i as
"cannot be found or is incapable of giving his consent" his Lc""ship
said this

"Moreover .....I think that it can truly be said that th, are
incapable of giving their consent, for how can a man consen- =o a
proposal of which he is unaware?"

(In re R (Adoption) (1967) 1 WLR 34 at page 40).

22.. As noted, Mr Butt contended that giving"such a wide meaning :" the
word. "incapable" could lead to absurd results. '.:.We think his f==-" is
misplaced. It is, in light of this decision, .not:enough:for a c'a=mant
simply to say that he did not know. ,He has .to."prove.-=.:facts,: as c== the .
claimant in .this .case, such as to:-.warrant an:-inference; of justi::able
ignorance 'n .the: sense above discussed,.':before there - wou"= be

. circumstances which, . for the purpose of: this legislation, cou'= be
covered by the concept of being "incapable".

23. But then regulation 13 of the Miscellaneous Provisions Regul==ions
requires that this claim be determined "as though it had been made cn 30
September: 1986"~; That seems to us neatly.-.. to 'esh.; with. the wor"s .of
paragraph: 3(3),of Schedule 3 to the Social..-'Security Act -1986 anc,:-for
Ae . matter:-:of::„that sub-.paragraph '- (4).;:which, applies:-";to,;claims whic.-. '«ere': made,'-:::.in '..'.e'ffeet., ~",b'e for'e:,'::.1 -October.'; 1986'.";;:::Thi's';-" clai.m:,"..-::by:.virtue -". c= '- the

- final -: w'ords':,",';.'.o''-:;:-;r'egula'tion:13(1):::,'is"'",'-',deemed";;.-.'o'.".:have-:."':been: made" ="..: 30
September.''1986.-', It. was: thus .made 'before'::::p'aragraph ':3 ..:of- the -Sc.-.ocule
came into'orce and falls to be determined ..accordingly. Hence ™atwe
said earlier about the regulations being constructed in. such a way as to
support, although not of themselves to imply"':,:.-the contrary impl'"a-ion,-
discussed in paragraph 15 above.'.
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26. Although we have given a decision effecting a minor alteration to

that of the tribunal, the adjudication officer's appeal in su=seance

fails.

:110. .I
.'[:
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24. That then leads us to the. one error of law which we do dew™t in '!
."-the appeal. tribunal decision. It is not that the claimant was.-e..=' ed=--.~ --,=,

to claim .disablement .beiiefit from.;30 'September. —1986=- Ne; correc.= view .
'.is that he was.entit?ed.to claim that benefit 'as- if'-'his -claim ha=-be'en .

-made on'30 September'.1986."=-': ".."';":-.
't

i P:SgP+ (gc~~~@Q+ .v.iPf~c4-gg)fgg ~ ~a 4
';-.'5.. It-:,is .:.thus next.'-necessary,.to':, consider —the: peri;od..";throughou~;-which

-:.before. 1,October~86 'and.ending with the date of ..claim,""the 'c'aimant

was incapable of .making=the-'relevant::claim: That enquiry, in this case,

.inevitably .leads: back'to:.the; time'.when: there first;-'came: togethe= both

.—::=:-:-;:---.:..hi condition. and,.th'e =law.'.allowing- for, such":a ';-claim.-and '.the,. q =-stion

-whichever,.of .these <two''-factors —.last.occurred -~-,In.'-this, case -.':that - s:the
date when.; claims. were;:-.,first .'competent"-in:. respect',:of .,what-.; is..now.- =i"A1I;

By virtue of-regulation. 43(3) of':"and.Schedule 4"'.to,'=the,Social'Security
(Prescribed"Diseases) . Regulations -1985, as amended,'.the earlies:. cate

upon which the claimant .could .have had any right to the gratuity in

respect of that-.condition'was 1.-April -.1985..:::'Thus.we- conclude that the

claimant-;was not only entitled'-to. have his=claim..='.treated .as 'one rade-..on

30 September. 1986 'but.that he is,entitled "to the: appropriate gratuity,-

which must be assessed at the rate applicable as at-1 April 1985- .'e
remit the 'case- to the.. adjudication . officer--to make —.the apprcpriate

calculations and award,': in financial terms,. reserving leave to = store

the case before us in 'the event of any difficulty in these regards.
I

(signed) J G Mitchell
Commissioner

-(

(signed) M H. Johnson
Commissioner-

(signed) W M Walker
Commiss ioner

Date: 29 August -1989
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